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POLICE BLOTTER

Monday May 27, 2019

1707 An officer located a stolen vehicle at 2880 Corlington Dr. Virgil D. Pack, w/m/40, was arrested for RSP and Kristin N. Borck, w/f/28, was arrested on a warrant. 19-21617.

Tuesday May 28, 2019

1401 An officer made a traffic stop at 1597 Old Lane and arrested Wesley A. Williams, w/m/35, on a warrant. 19-21713.

1600 An officer responded to KMH on a warrant service. Bethany A. Phillips, w/f/29, was arrested on a warrant. 18-8244.

1719 An officer made a traffic stop on Woodman at Stroop and arrested Gregory S. Watts, w/m/48, for OVI. 19-21746.

1810 Officers responded to 1264 Central Park on a domestic. They arrived and arrested Jamie M. Pickett, w/m/28, on active warrants. 19-21752.

2338 An officer located a male at 2467 Patterson Rd crouching between cars and acting suspicious. Luke A. McMullen, w/m/23, was arrested for possessing drug paraphernalia. 19-21786.
Wednesday May 29, 2019

2110 Officers responded to 2165 E. Whipp apt L on a domestic. They arrived and arrested Kevin J. Aultman, w/m/74, for DV.

2211 Officers responded to 3022 Wilmington Pk on an intox. female. They arrived and issued summons to Linseykay M. Phillips, w/f/33, for disord. conduct, possession of Marijuana and drug paraphernalia. She was then transported to the hospital. 19-21893.

0042 Officers stopped a vehicle on Dixie at Sacramento and arrested Glen White III, b/m/19, on a warrant. 19-21907.

Thursday May 30, 2019

1911 An officer stopped a vehicle and issued summons to Michael F. Luttrell, w/m/47, for drug abuse instruments and drug paraphernalia.

2243 An officer made a traffic stop and arrested John R. Leslie, jr on a warrant. 19-22052.

0210 An officer made a traffic stop on Dixie at Dorothy and arrested Ronise L. Napier, b/m/29, on a warrant. 19-22087.

0215 Officers responded to 3908 Wilmington Pk on a disturbance. They arrived and arrested Richard Cox, w/m/30 on a warrant. 19-22081.

Friday May 31, 2019

0000 Aaron Tucker, w/m/25, was arrested for DV.

0000 Officers responded to an address on E. Rahn on a natural death. 19-22113

0000 Officers responded to 1316 Melrose and arrested Todd Bleshe, w/m/24 on drug trafficking and possession. 19-19152

0000 Officers responded to Aldi’s on an assault. They arrived and arrested Christian Cranmore, w/m/18, on a warrant. 19-22177.

0000 Officers stopped a vehicle and arrested Shawn A. Jacobs, w/m, on a warrant. 19-22208.
An officer met with DPD at the Zip Drive-Thru on Smithville Rd for a warrant service on **Robert E. Sinclair b/m/59. 18-4853**

An officer made a traffic stop and arrested **William P. Vest, w/m/47**, on a warrant. **19-12958**.

Officers responded to the Budget Inn on S. Dixie on a domestic call. They arrived and arrested **Ryan F. Mitchell, w/m/29**, on a warrant. **19-22236**.

**Saturday June 1, 2019**

An officer made a traffic stop on Wilmington and arrested **Crystal A. Jones, b/f/26**, on a warrant. **19-22387**.

Officers responded to 521 Forrer Apt C on a domestic call. They arrived and arrested **David D. Chatman, w/m/29**, and **Edgar W. Hernandez, w/m/56**, on DV. **19-22405**.

Officers responded to the Phone Booth Lounge on a disturbance. They arrived and arrested **Tiffany L. M. Childers, w/f 31**, on disord. conduct and assault. **Tosha L. Childers, w/f/28**, was summoned for disord. conduct, assault and obstruction. **19-22406**.

**Sunday June 2, 2019**

An officer arrested a 16 yr old, male juvenile for disord. conduct/public intox at Georgetown Apts. **19-22417**.

An officer made a traffic stop on E. Whipp and arrested **Ryan L. King, w/m/38**, on a warrant.

Officers responded to 1433 Scottsdale on a trespassing complaint. They arrived and arrested **Adam E. Wilhelm, w/m/33**, for disord. conduct and criminal trespass. **19-22491**.

An officer made a traffic stop on Wagner Rd and arrested **Eliana O. Palmer, w/f/25**, on drug possession. **19-22510**.
Officers responded to Hempstead Station and E. Stroop on a domestic call. They arrived and arrested Michael J. Threnhauser, w/m/43, for a protection order violation. Staci L. Barlowe, w/f/45, was arrested for felony drug possession. 19-22513.

Officers responded to 2297 Patricia on a domestic. They arrived and arrested Kelly A. Edwards, w/m/48, for disord. conduct/pub. intox. 19-22516.

An officer responded to Greene Memorial Hospital on a warrant service. Bruce Von Hawkins, w/m/29, was arrested on a warrant. 19-13568.